EdgeQ Adds Former Qualcomm CEO Paul Jacobs & CTO Matt Grob as Advisors
to Disrupt the Current Closed RAN Ecosystem with RISC-V based Highly
Programmable 5G and AI Platform
Joined by Industry Luminaries, EdgeQ Delivers OpenRAN with Integrated 5G and AI to Set New
Performance and Power Standards
SANTA CLARA, CA – January 26, 2021 – EdgeQ Inc, a 5G systems-on-a-chip company, announced
today that Dr. Paul Jacobs and Matt Grob have joined the advisory board. As a former Chief Executive
Officer and executive chairman of Qualcomm, Dr. Jacobs is a highly respected leader in the cellular space
for many decades, having developed and commercialized fundamental mobile technology breakthroughs
that fueled the wireless internet and smartphone revolutions from 2G to 5G. Grob previously spent over
two decades at Qualcomm and served as Chief Technology Officer and executive vice president of
technology. Their involvement with EdgeQ will further strengthen key leadership positions as the
company nears delivery of the industry’s first fully open and programmable 5G platform this year.
The wireless infrastructure industry is undergoing a sea change where the cellular stack is becoming
disaggregated and virtualized. Traditional solutions are unable to service the new wave of 5G systems
and applications. With EdgeQ, customers can now leverage a RISC-V open ecosystem for cellular
deployment, provide targeted differentiation and customization, all while being capital efficient.
“The advent of 5G comes with changes in the architecture of wireless networks and an exciting expansion
in the types of applications and services,” said Dr. Paul Jacobs, former CEO of Qualcomm and CEO of
XCOM. “This inflection point creates the opportunity to build and leverage an open ecosystem based on
new platforms and a greater diversity of participants. EdgeQ's solution, based on the open design of
RISC-V processors, enables innovation deeper in the wireless technology stack. This will allow both
general performance improvements as well as the design of wireless systems that are tailored to specific
use cases. I look forward to working with new entrants and pioneers, such as EdgeQ, to capitalize on
wireless innovations and market forces that will bring to life the expected benefits of 5G and beyond."
“At Facebook Connectivity, we’re focused on bringing more people online to a faster internet,” said Dan
Rabinovitsj, Vice President, Facebook Connectivity. “Democratizing internet access requires a new
networking infrastructure that embraces open hardware, software and tools. By offering a programmable
OpenRAN solution unlike closed legacy architectures, EdgeQ has the opportunity to empower equipment
and telco providers with access to 5G, freedom to customize at the physical layers and above, and deliver
high performance with lower power consumption than solutions available today.”
“5G opens an uncharted world of novel applications that require unprecedented wireless
performance achieved with techniques such as joint processing, massive MIMO, and adaptive
beamforming at the base station,” said Matt Grob, former CTO of Qualcomm. “EdgeQ’s converged 5G
and AI capabilities make for a unique solution to accomplish these tasks at lower hardware cost and at
lower power. EdgeQ also fosters a new paradigm within the wireless infrastructure industry where
customers can now program all layers of the PHY. Only a few vendors today can provide the
customizable PHY capabilities that EdgeQ offers.”

Architected for the 5G era, EdgeQ’s clean-slate approach starts with an open RISC-V design. But unlike
conventional implementation of RISC-V, EdgeQ uniquely extends RISC-V instruction sets to converge
both 5G connectivity and machine learning inference in a fully coherent and performant manner. In
doing so, EdgeQ’s open and programmable design can natively scale to meet the performance demand of
today’s infrastructure, at a significantly reduced power and cost point.
“The way in which EdgeQ is bringing RISC-V architecture into the cellular space is symbolic of the
creative possibilities where an open standard instruction architecture unlocks new markets and application
spaces,” said Calista Redmond, CEO of RISC-V International. “EdgeQ and wireless customers are
beneficiaries of our evolving ecosystem which is making available and accessible a rich set of RISC-V
tools for the communications market. We are delighted that EdgeQ joined RISC-V International in the 5G
space.”
“We are fortunate to have highly regarded advisors like Paul Jacobs and Matt Grob, strategic partners like
RISC-V, and the support of organizations like Facebook Connectivity to drive a new operating model for
an industry that has traditionally been proprietary, expensive and complex,” said Vinay Ravuri, CEO and
Founder of EdgeQ. “Today’s infrastructure market is a dichotomy of closed systems or do-it-yourself
solutions by customers who lack the proper wherewithal. Our value at EdgeQ is to provide a readied
solution, deployable from the onset, and easily modifiable by customers via open-source RISC-V tools.”
Learn more about how EdgeQ is pioneering the 5G infrastructure market and explore employment
opportunities, visit https://edgeq.io/career.html.
About EdgeQ
EdgeQ is a leading innovator in 5G systems-on-a-chip. The company is headquartered in Santa Clara,
CA, with offices in San Diego, CA and Bangalore, India. Led by executives from Qualcomm, Intel, and
Broadcom, EdgeQ is pioneering a converged connectivity and AI that is fully software-customizable and
programmable. The company is backed by leading investors, including Threshold Ventures (formerly
known as DFJ), Fusion Fund and AME Cloud Ventures, among others. To learn more about EdgeQ, visit
www.edgeq.io
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